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My invention relates to apparatus for pump able Support within the lower end of a lift tube
ing oil from Wells by means of gas pressure, So that the piston will operatively engage the
Which means also functions to keep the oil lift Sane When it drops through the oil in the lower
tubing continuously free from accumulations of end of the lift tube. Engagement of the tubular
paraffin. . . . . . . .
. .. .
piston with the valve ball results in closing the 5
The apparatus hereinafter explained has as axial
Opening of the piston so that pressure of
its main object that of facilitating the flow of oil gas entering the lower end of the lift tube forces
in a well to the surface and conserving gas by the piston and the body of oil thereabove toward
applying the pressure of the gas to the oil in the upper end of the lift tube, the oil being dis
10. Such a manner that the maximum production charged through suitable delivery piping which 10
of oil is obtained
by use of a minimum flow of . extends from the upper end of the lift tube. A
gaS.
i.
feature of the invention is that when the piston
Many oil Wells at the start thereof have a and valve ball reach a desired point near the
natural flow due to subterranean pressure. Or upper end of the lift tube, the valve ball drops
15. due to gas pressure. In many instances the up free of the piston to the lower end of the lift 5
ward flow of gas through the oil tube of the tube and is followed by the tubular piston so
well carries therewith a flow of soil. After the that when the piston again comes into engage
flow of gas diminishes to Such a point that it ment with the valve ball at the lower end of

will not lift the oil, or will not lift the oil in the lift tube, a new cycle of operation is initiated.
20. commercial quantities, it is often the practice to The release of the valve ball from the piston
supplement the natural gas of the formation may be accomplished by the release of gas pres

20:

with gas from a compressor disposed at a con Sure from under the piston. When it arrives at
venient point. The fundamental principle upon

25: ,

the upper end of the lift tube, or the valve mem
which this invention is based consists in the ber may be mechanically dislodged from the pis
use of a piston-like member which is adapted
ton at a selected distance below the upper end

25:

which has been previously raised by the action

30:

to move from the bottom of the oil tube to of the lift tube so that the valve member, and
the top thereof, or to a point, near the top then the piston, may return to the bottom of
thereof, and which member functions as a 'seal' the Well while the pressure of gas in the lift
between a body of oil in the tube and gas. Which tube functions to complete the ejection from the
30, is entering the tube under pressure below the upper end of the lift tube of the body of oil
body of oil so that the pressure of the gas Will
force the body of oil and the seal to the top of of gas pressure against the valve-closed piston.
the well without percolation of gas through the It is a further object of the invention to pro

body of oil as occursin ordinary gas lift pump vide a piston which may be employed in com

ing arrangements. Broadly speaking, the in mercial tubing, and which piston is SO construct
vention consists of a seal for the propulsion of a. ed that it winot readily become bound by rea
fluid upwardly through a tube in a well, whether son of the flexible character of the piston re
Such fluid be crude: oil, -water, or other liquid, sulting from the use of a plurality of cooperating

40:

by means of any gas such as air, natural gas ring members which are relatively adjustable in
from the well, or gas injected into the well. The lateral direction.
preferred use of the invention in question is in
A further object of the invention is to provid
the petroleum industry wherein the liquid, a piston having labyrinth means in the surface

40

namely, crude oil, is ordinarily encountered with thereof for restricting the upward flow of gas

45.

gas under such pressure that this gas may be around the piston in such a manner that an
employed to pump the oil from the well.
effective gas-oil seal is formed around the piston
It is an object of the invention to provide a without the necessity of a tight fit between the
Seal. Of Separating means adapted for vertical piston and the wall of the lift tube, this making
imovement. Within a well or lift tube consisting it possible to use standard pipe or tubing and
of a piston with an axial opening therethrough

45

avoiding the necessity of boring or reaming the

50. and means detachable from the piston for clos tubing to accurate inside diameter.
ing the axial opening thereof. In the simple It is well known that in the exploitation of a
form of my invention the tubular piston has a well and the flowing of its product to the sur
seat in the lower end thereof, and the valve face, gas accompanying the liquids plays a very

50

means for closing the axial opening comprises a, important part. The gas, by its own nature, on
- 55, round ball which may come to rest on a suit finding free exit and having the pressure broken 55

2
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which kept it in the pool, tends to expand rap
idly and then, acting according to the Well
known law relative to the expansion of gases, to
lower the temperature not only of the gas but
also of the liquid which it accompanies, thus
causing the precipitation of Some of the paraf
finous particles found in the petroleum, which
particles on account of the lowering of the tem
perature pass from the state of Suspension in

of use of the invention in a well and showing a
manner in which the valve member may be
mechanically disengaged from the piston at a
point below the upper end of the lift tube.
Fig. i0 is an enlarged, vertically Sectioned view

showing the lower end of the lift tube and pis

ton and valve means disposed at the lower end
thereof ready to start a pumping stroke.
AS ShOWn in Fig. 1, I may employ a Spherical

Valve member made of a metal appropriate
the oil to that of a sediment, adhering to the to
avoid corrosion due to chemical action of liq

20

25

30

40

45

walls of the tubing or casing and frequently
badly obstructing the idow, thereby reducing the
producing capacity of the well and its flowing
life and causing besides losses of time expended
in cleaning and repairing the tubing or casing.
By the use of apparatus which is now being
described, the functioning of which will be here
inafter explained, such inconveniences are
avoided, because while acting as a 'seal' in the
tubing, it prevents the rapid expansion of which
reference has been made, avoids the precipita
tion of the paraffinous particles, and, thereby
keeping the tubing clean, avoids the loss of time
expended in the cleaning and reconditioning of

10

uids or gases in which it functions. This valve
member or ball is adapted to close the lower end
of a hollow mandrel 2 which is also made of Se
lected metal. Mounted on the mandrel 2 are a 5

plurality of rings 3a which are of larger internal
diameter than the exterior of the mandrel. So

that they may move through a limited distance

into laterally offset positions, as clearly shown
in Figs. 1 and 5. The ends 4 of the rings 3a.

20

are beveled so that they Will readily paSS Over

small shoulders which may be encountered
in an oil lift tube. It will be perceived that the
rings 3d may move laterally upon the mandrel
2 as may be required by conditions encountered 25
Wells, and finally insures a more economical ex in
the lift tube, so as to Substantially Or plac
ploitation of the pool. The same remarks apply
where gas is initially injected into the Well as tically fill the opening of the lift tube When ar
as shown in FigS. 1 and 5.
a lifting agent, since the invention minimizes ranged
So
that
the rings may be readily Secured in
loSSes and always maintains the necessary quali
position upon the mandrel 2, Such
ties of a propelling agent used in Wells exploited operative
may be provided. With a head 5 at its
by the System of "intermittent, gas lift'. As mandrel
lower
end
and a nut 6 at its upper end which
already explained, an important advantage of may be threaded
onto the upper end of the man
the invention is that it may be used directly in drel after the rings
3d have been placed in con
piping of standard commercial sizes known in secutive order, as shown
in Fig. 1. In the use
the petroleum industry, whether called “tubing' of the invention it is placed
an oil lift tube
OT "casing', as well as on any other class of having an obstruction at the in
end thereof,
piping which may be used as a conductor for such, for instance, as a bar or lower
onto which
the flowing of oil from the Sub-soil to the Sur the valve ball may drop. spider,
The
ball
is first
face of the well. It furthermore has the ad
into the lift tube, and when the dis 40
Wantage of being designed to work with the dropped
fitting or Christmas tree at the upper
existing materials on sale in the petroieum charge
end
of
the well is ready for connection to the
market, and it can work in tubing of any size, casing-head,
the piston assembly shown in Fig. 1
from the minimum size already known to the is dropped into
the oil tube, and the upper end

largest that may be found in the market. Of of the oil tube is closed except for an oil dis 45.
particular importance is the fact that it is im charge outlet. When the piston reaches the
material whether the interior of the tubing or
casing is perfectly straight or cylindrical, since lower end of the lift tube, it engages the Valve

f, and the passage f therethrough is closed
the apparatus adapts itself to all imperfections ball
by the valve ball f. Gas pressure then entering
in the tubing or casing.
50

Further objects and advantages of the inven
tion will be made evident throughout the foll
lowing part of the Specification.
Referring to the drawings, which are for illus

the lower end of the lift tube is exerted directly 50

against the closed piston and results in the lift
ing of the piston and the body of oil above the
piston to the top of the lift tube, the body of oil
being discharged through the outlet provided at
trative purposes only,
the
upper end of the lift tube so that the piston
Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the tubular
passes a gas discharge Opening, which gas
piston or seal forming a part of my invention. finally
opening under Some instances of Op
Fig. 2 is a vertically Sectioned view of the discharge
eration may be the oil outlet. The gas pressure
tubular mandrel forming the core of the piston.
Fig. 3 is a plan view of One of the adjustable
annular piston elements employed in the piston.
Fig. 4 is a croSS section on a plane represented
by the line 4-4 of Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 is a cross section on a plane repre

is then released from below the piston so that
the ball valve drops from the lower end of the 60
piston to the lower end of the lift tube, to be
thereafter followed by the piston. The release
of the gas pressure may be accomplished by
moving the piston into a position above the dis
sented by the line 5-5 of Fig. 1.
Fig. 6 is an enlarged view of an alternative charge outlet of the lift tube, or by mechanical
dislodging the valve as Will be hereinafter
form of valve member designed to move rapidly ly
to the lower end of a lift tube after its disen described. A feature of the invention is that
the ball moves downwardly in the lift tube a
gagement from the tubular piston.
Fig. 7 is a plan view corresponding to Fig. 6. considerable distance in advance of the piston ()
Fig. 8 is a Sectional view of a Spherical Valve so that there is no obstructing means at the for
member equipped with means tending to prevent Ward end of the passage 9 which can Create a
of a character to slow down the
rotation thereof during its downward movement turbulence
downward movement of the piston. Therefore,
through the lift tube.
the piston is returned to the bottom of the lift 75
75: Fig. 9 is a Schematic view ShoWing a manner

60
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3
tube ready for a subsequent pumping or up in Fig. 10. The body of oil in the upper end of
Stroke in a minimum length of time.
the lift. tube 26, after the piston 32 starts its
An additional feature of the invention con down Ward travel, is substantially entirely ejected
sists in the providing of the piston With pockets by gaS pressure through the outlet 3.
which will produce an external turbulence and The form of piston shown in Figs. 9 and 10
form a seal around the piston to resist passage has both ends thereof flared so that the piston
of gas into the body of oil which is being lifted. may be reversed, and such piston may have waive
0.

These pockets or labyrinth depressions may be Seats 36 formed in both ends thereof. The flared
in the form of walls defining circular recesses lower end of the piston 32 enables it to readily
or may be spiral grooves, but they are prefer engage the valve member 2, and the fiared
ably in the form of annular grooves 2 sep upper end of the piston 32 serves to guide the
arated by annular fins or walls 43, as shown in lower end of the rod 25 into the axial opening
Figs. 1 and 4.

Although eminently satisfactory results are
15 obtained from the use of the invention as shown
in Figs. 1 to 5, I find that the speed of down
Ward movement of the valve member may be

20

25.

10

thereof as the piston approaches the upper end
Of its travel.

-

I have found that my invention produces a 15
material saving in gas, or, in other words, re
duces the gas-oil ratio of the production of a
well. This is of material importance in those
states having regulations concerning the gas
oil ratios of flowing wells. Of greater impor 20
tance, however, is the fact that the invention

materially increased by so forming the valve
member that it Will drop in a Straight line and
substantially centrally through the fluid con
tained in the lift tube, instead of assuming a
gyrational or spiral path downward through the Conserves gas aid therefore makes it possible
lift tube, which is apparently characteristic of to keep a well under production by use of the

the balanced spherical form of the valve ball f. natural gas pi'essure therein for a maximum
To achieve this improved result, I use an un period of time and to thereafter continue pro 25

balanced valve ball 5, as shown in Fig. 8, hav duction from the well by use of recycled or com
ing an opening 16 in one side thereof, which pressor
gas at a minimum cost. For example, it
opening may or may not be filled. With either.

30

35

40

is possible to place my invention in a well which
a lighter or heavier metal. I prefer, however, is flowing under its own pressure and by so
to produce this desired condition by equipping doing to materially reduce the gas-oil ratio so
a valve ball il, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, with
the well will continue to flow under its own
an upwardly projecting tail f8 which is pointed that
power for a maximum period of time. Should
and is longitudinally grooved so as to provide the pressure in the well be relatively high at the
fins
9.
time of equipping the same with my invention,
I have also found that additional economy in either the inlet or outlet of the lift tube, or both,
the operation of my pumping, device may be ac Inay be restricted by use of a standard form of

30:

complished by causing release of the valve mem flow bean. As the gas pressure in the well de
ber from the hollow piston at a point below the creases, the flow capacity of the flow bean may
discharge outlet, so that, as the discharge of be proportionately increased.
". ."
the body of oil is being completed by fluid pres I claim is my invention:

sure, the valve and piston are returning in proper
order to the lower end of the lift tube prepara
tory to starting another cycle of operation. This
I prefer to accomplish, as shown in Fig. 9, by
45 suspending an obstruction 25 in a lift tube 26.
This obstruction may be in the form of a bar

1. A labyrinth piston for the pumping of liquid

from a well through a production tube by use
of the pressure of gas, comprising: a plurality
of labyrinthic beveled rings in end-to-end rela

tion; and means for supporting said rings in said
which extends downwardly from the upper end rings to adopt eccentric positions wherein they

50

relation with sufficient looseness to allow said

of the lift tube or may consist of a short bar Will constitute a seal between said piston and the
suspended by means of a cable 27 which ex Walls of said tube.
tends downwardly from a fitting 28 placed at 2. A means for pumping a heavy filuid from a
the upper end of the lift tube. 26. The cable 27 Well by means of a light fluid under pressure, for
may pass out through a packing member 30 so use with a lift tube extending down into the pro

50.

that it may be raised or lowered to produce a de duction Zone of the well, said lift tube having a
Sired position of operation of the bar. 25. In Stop at the lower end thereof and a discharge
55
one instance of installation the obstruction 25 opening in the upper end thereof, comprising: a 55:

is placed five hundred feet below a production
outlet pipe 3 connected to the upper portion
of the lift tube 26. The result is that when a
piston. 32 moves upwardly through the lift tube
26 from the position in which it is shown in
Fig. 9, it will lift the superposed body offiuid 33,
which is principally oil, through the lift tube 26
so that the body of fluid 33 will discharge

65

piston adapted for movement through said lift

tube, Said piston having a longitudinal passage
from end to end thereof; a valve for closing said

paSSage When Said piston is near the lower end

of Said lift tube so that fluid pressure imay oper

ate to move said piston upwardly; and means in

the upper part of Said lift tube operating to dis
lodge said valve from the lower end of said
through the outlet pipe 3i. When the piston 32 Opening.
paSSage before Said piston reaches said discharge
- - passes over the rod 25, the lower end of such rod
25 will dislodge the valve member 7 from the 3. A means for pumping a heavy fluid from a

60

65

lower end of the piston 32, whereupon the valve Well by means of a light fluid under pressure,
member 7 will immediately descend within the for use With a lift tube extending down into the
lift tube 26. : Momentum, and also the action of production zone of the well, said lift tube having

0. gases in upward direction, may carry the now

75.

open piston 32 upwardly beyond the lower end
of the rod 25. The weight of the piston 32 soon
brings it to a stop, however, after which the
piston descends through the lift tube 26 into en
gagement With the valve member 7, as shown

a stop at the lower end thereof and a discharge
Opening in the upper end thereof, comprising:
a piston adapted for movement through said
lift tube, said piston having a longitudinal pas

Sage from end to end thereof; a valve for closing

70

said passage when said piston is near the lower 75

2,001,012

4.

end of Said lift tube so that fluid pressure may Well by means of a light fluid under pressure,
Operate to move Said piston upwardly; and a for use With a lift tube extending down into the
bar extending downwardly in the upper part production Zone of the Well, said lift tube having
of said lift tube to engage said valve and dis a stop at the lower end thereof and a discharge
lodge the same fron its position closing said opening in the upper end thereof, comprising:
a tubular piston adapted for movement through
discharge opening.
4. A meals for pumping a heavy fluid from a Said lift tube, Said piston having a longitudinai
well by means of a light fluid under pressure, passage from end to end thereof; a valve for
for use With a lift tube extending down into the closing the lower end of Said passage When said
0. production Zone of the well, Said lift tube having piston is near the lower end of Said lift tube so
a stop at the lower end thereof and a discharge that fluid pressure inay operate to move said
opening in the upper end thereof, comprising: a piston upwardly, Said valve being adapted to be
piston adapted for novement through Said lift held in closing relation to said passage by fluid
tube, Said pistoin having a longitudinal paSSage preSSure during the upWard movement of said
5 fron end to end thereof; a valve for closing said piston, to drop free of Said piston when said
passage when said piston is near the lower end piston reaches the upper end of said lift tube,
of said lift tube so that fluid pressure may op &nd to descend independently of Said piston to
erate to move said piston upwardly, Said waive Said stop at the lower end of said lift tube; and
being adapted to 33 held in closing ireiation to in earnS projecting down into the lift tube at a
20. Said passage by fluid preSSuite during the up point below Said discharge opening for dislodg
wa'd movement of said piston, to drop free of ing Said waive from the lower end of Said passage
said piston when dislodged from said lift tube, When said piston reaches a selected position in
and to descend independently of said piston to Said lift tube below said discharge opening to
Said Siop at the lower end of said lift tube; and start the downward movement of said piston
25. a bar member extending downwardly within the &ild Said Valve at Such position. So that said pis
upper portion of Said lift tube to a point below tOn and Said valve will travel downwardly

IO

2O.

2.5

said lift tube as the discharge of said
said discharge opening and being adapted to through
pass through Said passage and dislodge said heavy fluid is completed by the pressure of said
valve.

30.

35

5. A nieans for pumping a heavy fluid from a
Well by means of a light fluid under pressure,
for use with a lift tube extending down into the
production Zone of the Well, said iiift tube having
a stop at the lower end thereof and a discharge

opening in the upper end thereof, comprising:

light fluid.

3. A nea.33 for unping a heavy fluid from

a well by Incans of a light fluid under pressure,
foi' USe Witti: a lift tube extendig down into
the production zone of the well, said lift tube
ihaving a Stop at the lower end thereof and a
discharge opening in the upper end thereof, com
prising: a piston adapted for movement through
Said lift tube, said piston having a longitudinal
passage from end to end thereof, and said pis
to comprising a tubular mandrel having a
plurality of cylindrical members thereon, said
cylindrical members being of Smaller diameter

a tubula, pistOil adapted for movement through
Said lift tribe, S&id piston having a longitudinal
passage from end to end thereof; a valve for
ciosing the lower end of said passage when said
40 piston is near the lower end of said lift tube so
that filid pressure may operate to move said
piston upwardly, said valve being adapted to that the interior of Said lift tube and being loose
drop free of Said pistcin When dislodged from the On Said mandrel So as to be laterally adjustable
lower end of Said paSSage and to descend inde relative to Said mandrel; and a valve for closing
45 pendently of said piston to said stop at the Said paSSage when Said piston is near the lower
lower end of said lift tube; a head closing the end of Said lift tube So that fluid pressure may
upper end of said lift tube; and a bar extending Operate to move said piston upwardly, said valve
dOWinWardly from Said head to a point below being adapted to move into open relation to
Said discharge opening and being adapted to Said passage when said piston reaches the up
50. paSS through Said passage and dislodge said per end of Said lift, tube.
valve.
9. A means for pumping a heavy fluid from
6. A means for pumping a heavy fluid from a Well by means of a light fluid under pressure,
a well by means of a light fluid under pressure, for USe With a lift tube extending down into
ifor use With a lift tube extending down into the the production zone of the well, said lift tube
55. production Zone of the well, said lift tube hav having a Stop at the lower end thereof and a
ing a stop at the lower end thereof and a dis discharge opening in the upper end thereof,
charge opening in the upper end thereof, com
prising: a tubular piston adapted for movement comprising: a piston adapted for movement
60

70

through Said lift tube, Said piston having a longi
tudinal paSSage from end to end thereof; a valve
for closing the lower end of Said passage when said
piston is near the lower end of said lift tube so
that fluid pressure may operate to move said

through Said lift tube, said piston having a
longitudinal passage from end to end thereof;

and a valve for closing said passage when said
piston is near the lower end of said lift tube so
that fluid preSSure Inay operate to move said

ev

5.

40

50.

60.

piston upwardly, said valve being adapted to be piston upwardly, Said valve being adapted to
held in closing relation to said passage by fluid drop free of Said piston when said piston reaches 65.
preSSulie during the upWard movement of Said the upper end of Said lift tube and to descend
piston, to dirop free of Said piston when dislodged independently of Said piston to said stop at the
froin the lower end of Said passage, and to de lower end of Said lift tube, said valve being un
Scend independently of Said piston to said stop balanced So as to resist rotation while dropping
70.
at the lower end of said lift tube; a head closing through Said lift tube.
the upper end of Said lift tube; and a bar ex
10. A means for pumping a heavy fluid from
tending downwardly from said head and being
adapted to pass through. Said passage and dis a Well by means of a light fluid under pressure,
for uSe With a lift tube extending down into the
lodge said valve.

75

3.0,

7. A meails for pulmping a heavy fluid from a production Zone of the well, said lift tube hav 75,
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s
ing
a
stop
at
the
lower
end
thereof
and
a
dis
including:
a
tubular
mandrel
through
which
charge opening in the upper end thereof, com fluid may pass from end to end; and a plurality
prising: a piston adapted for movement through of
cylindrical members on said mandrel, said

said lift tube, said piston having a longitudinal members being of larger internal diameter than
passage from end to end thereof, and said piston, the exterior of and loose on said mandrel. So as 5
comprising a tubular mandrel having a plurality to be freely laterally adjustable relative there
of cylindrical members thereon, Said cylindrical to, and being of Smaller external diameter than
members being loose on said mandrel so as to be the interior of Said lift tube.
freely laterally adjustable relative to Said man
piston for a gas lift pumping mechanism
10 drel; and a valve for closing said passage when of 12.theA character
described having a lift tube,
said giston is near the lower end of said lift including: a tubular mandrel through which O
5

tube so that fiuid pressure may operate to move fluid may pass from end to end; and a plurality
said piston upwardly, said valve being adapted of
cylindrical members on Said mandrel, said

15

20

to move into open relation to said passage when nenbei's being of larger internal diameter than
said piston reaches the upper end of said lift the exterior of and loose on said mandrel so as
tube, said cylindrical members having walls and to be laterally adjustable relative thereto, and
recesses on the exterior thereof forming laby being of Smaller external diameter than the in
rinth
flow restricting means to seal around Said terior of said lift tube and having Walls and re
piston.
cesses on the exterior thereof formiing labyrinth
i1. A piston for a gas lift pumping mechanism flow restricting means to Seal around Said pistOn.

of the character described having a lift tube,

EVERET. K. BURGHER,
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